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and Universities (NWCCU) and
10peer institutions will visit Seattle
University's campus Oct. 4 to com-
plete the university's accreditation
process. The representatives will
leave on Oct. 6 and will spend their
time meeting with different mem-
bers of the Seattle U community.
Accreditation is the process
during which a third party as-
sesses the quality and authenticity
of an institution of higher educa-
tion. While a university or college




lacking accreditation would be al-
lowed to operate, it would not be
allowed to use the domain name
Accreditation teams critique these elements:
' Housing facilities




.edu. Receiving accreditation also
allows a university or college to re-
ceive federal money in the form of
student financial aid or grants.
Seattle U last underwent ac-
creditation in 2000. The univer-
sity's current accreditation process
began in 2008, when Fr. Stephen
Sundborg S.J., convened a steering
committee to formulate a self-study
report. The self-study is
one ofthe most impor-
tant steps in the accredi-
tation process.
'80s dance rocks Campion Ballroom
Jon Polka | The Spectator
The annual '80s dance hosted by the Student Events and Activities Council caps off freshman welcome week each year. Students
dress up in stereotypical '80s garb and dance the night away to music both modern and retro.




After having more than$28,000
left over from last year's budget,
the Associated Students of Seattle
University have over $150,000 to
work with this year.
Though the amount includes
ASSU's unchanged annual alloca-
tion of $105,000 from the univer-
sity, the spare $28,714.54 left un-
spent at the end of the last school
year will be put into a reserve fund.
The student government represen-
tatives may tap into this reserve
fund should the need arise.
The $150,000 also includes
a $17,000 appropriation for the
Seattle University Revolving
Fund, now in its second function-
ing year.
Continuity was
emphasized at the first
official representative
assembly meeting, as
Magic is real: it lives
at Gamma Ray






Students will soon be able to
use their student ID cards as
US Bank debit cards
News Editor
Seattle University has signed a three
year contract with US Bank to provide
banking services free of charge to its
students.
The deal, which has been more than
two years in the making, will add debit
card functionality to standard university
identification cards.
"We've looked at it pretty thorough-
ly, and to be honest it's a great deal all
around," said Ron Smith, vice president
of Finance and Business Affairs.
"The only difference between the old
and new cards will be a very small US
Bank logo in the corner."
According to Smith, students will soon
have the option ofswitching
to a new ID card, complete
with a new background featur-




[...] it's a great
deal all around.
Ron Smith
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"We need to report to the com-
mission and to the visiting team
on really all aspects of university
operations," said vice president for
University Planning Robert Dullea, who also
acted as the chair of the Steering Committee.
Representatives from all aspects of
Seattle U's community comprised the
Steering Committee.
"We need representation from across the
university as a whole. Faculty, staff, we need
people from every part of the institution,"
Dullea said.
Natalie Sheils, one of two student repre-
sentatives on the committee, became involved
when she served as the vice president for the
Associated Students of Seattle University
(ASSU).
"It was important to have a student on the
committee because often there was discus-
sion on the committee about how to com-
municate our information to the campus,"
she said. "I could tell them that no one reads
those e-mails."
The Steering Committee began meeting
in 2008 to ensure the thoroughness of its
eventual report.
"We started with every department, every
program. There was a lot of documentation
gathered," said senior planning analyst for
University Planning Heather Geiger, who
served as logistics assistance for the commit-
tee. "At the committee level we took all ofthat
information and used it to write this report."
The self-study demonstrates to the
NWCCU whether or not the university meets
the commission's standards.
"Basically, if it's a good institution it'll
meet these standards or be striving to meet
these standards," said professor Michael Bisesi,
who served as a faculty representative on
the committee.
Only in the most extreme cases
do universities or colleges have their
accreditation withdrawn.
The Steering Committee decided to use the
self-study as much for the university's gain as
for the NWCCU.
"To me thereal benefit is that a self-study is
a real way to say how're we doing?Let's be sure
to continue doing the things we're doing well,"
Bisesi said. Since its last accreditation, Seattle
U has undergone numerous changes.
"We adopted a new mission statement and
goals in 2003," Geiger said.
"We can say that we're creating leaders for a
justand humane world, and this process shows
us how," said Sheils, referring to Seattle U's
final goal.
The Steering Committee finished its report
in November 2009 and published an update
in August. The self-study and its update was
distributed to the NWCCU as well as to each
of the 10peer institution representatives who
will visit campus in October.
Faculty, staff and students interested in
participating in the visit may attend a series
ofopen forums. At an exit meeting scheduled
for Oct. 6 at 11:30 a.m. in PigottAuditorium,
the representatives will announce their
initial findings.
The NWCCU will render its official ac-
creditation sometime in February 2011.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Improved ID cards will feature a
picture of the Lemieux Library
instead of the chapel
McGoldrick Learning
Commons. This will replace the
old background featuring the
Chapel ofSt. Ignatius.
The upgraded cards will also create the
need for upgraded card readers on campus,
readers that can both read the old card and
identify the new ones.
As part oftheir agreement, US Bank has
agreed to cover the cost of upgrading each
card reader on campus via a $25,000 signing
incentive. As ofFriday, the university hadnot
yet received the incentive, according to Smith,
but expects it soon.
In addition to the signing incentive, the
univetsity has agreed to allow US Bank rep-
resentatives to come onto campus to perform
informational financial seminars.
According to a university-wide email sent
by ASSU lastMay, theseseminars are intended
to teach college students about responsible
banking. The Spectator was told the labeling
of US Bank during these seminars would be
minimal.
Participation in the program is completely
optional, and students are not required to
convert their ID cards or attend US Bank
seminars.
Some of the deals other benefits for stu-
dents include four free non-US Bank ATM
transactions a month, one waived overdraft
fee, free replacement of lost or stolen Seattle
U ID cards and personalized email or text
notifications.
The university settled on US Bank after
sending proposal requests to numerous bank-
ing institutions including Bank of America,
BECU, Higher One, JP Morgan Chase,
Union Bank, Wells Fargo, SunTrust and US
Bank. Ofthe group, onlyUS Bank and Higher
One returned with contract proposals.
Clare Monahan, current ASSU vice
president of finance, has been working on
the US Bank card deal with Hunter since last
year. Monahan's part was to do research into
the effects ofsimilar bank card deals at other
institutions such as Creighton University.
"A lot of the students at Creighton really
appreciate the program because it makes it eas-
ier to payfor things with one card," Monahan
said.
Though Creighton has a US Bank branch
on their campus, Seattle U thus far has no
plans to add a campus branch at any time in
the near future.
US Bank has been supporting students'
ID cards atXavier University for the past 14
years. According to Monahan, Xavier students
have only had good things to say oftheirbank
card deal, how US Bank's presence on campus
is relatively low-key and how the bank's .rep-
resentatives consistendy collaborate with the
student government.
The administration has yet to formally an-
nounce the deal, but are planning to do so in
early October. At the timeof the announce-
ment, the university will simultaneously offer
to upgrade student ID cards free ofcharge.
Card readers will be replaced and upgraded
throughout the quarter.















their program because it
makes it easier to pay for
things with one card.
Clare Monahan
ASSU
The administration has yet
to formally announce the
deal, but are planning to
do so in early October.
news
RedZone kicks off with RedOut
Sy Bean | TheSpectator
RedZone members Carmen Cueto and Erin Lane came out to support Red Zone's first annual RedOut block party. The first
annual event took place Saturday afteroon on 13thAvenue. The block party featured a sobriety theme, including root beer kegs




$25,000 signing incentive will





ment talked on business
both new and old.
"I'm focused on re-
taining continuity from this year to
the next," said Kevin Eggers,ASSU
president. "I know it sounds like a
buzzword, but I'd like to make [the
student government] more trans-
parent than it is now."
Eggers, named aTruman Scholar
in May for his work on health-care
policy, is one ofthree members of
ASSU's executive team with previ-
ous student government experience
at Seattle U.
The other two are vice president
offinance Clare Monahan and vice
president ofuniversity affairs Mark
Maddox.
Executive vice president Kaylee
Venosky has very clear goals regard-
ing interaction ofthe student body
with the student government.
"Many [students] don't even
know what ASSU is[...]l want to
publicize us more," Venosky said.
"If that means e-mailing every stu-
dent myself, then I'll do that."
Student government representa-
tives are heavily invplved with high
level executive meetings at Seattle
U such as gatherings by the Board
ofTrustees or meetings with various
members of the Executive team.
Vice president of Student
Development JacobDiaz and newly
appointed associate vice president
of Student Development Alvin
Sturdivant met with ASSU repre-
sentatives last Wednesday to discuss
possible collaborative projects for
the year.
Highlights of their discussion in-
cluded a first holiday lighting of the
big sequoia tree on the upper mall
before Winter break. According to
executive vice president Tim Leary,
the cost of the project is estimated
to be $40,000.
Both Leary and Diaz empha-
sized that the project is purely in
its development stage and no plans
have officially been made.
Diaz also hinted at Seattle U's
next big renovation; a possible
revamping of the Bannan science
and engineering buildings. Diaz
could not provide any further de-
tails or a timetable for the possible
renovation.
Diaz and ASSU also discussed
the possibility ofa joint newsletter
regularly sent out to the student
body in an effort to make the ad-
ministration more transparent.
Now that the Board ofTrustees
includes student members in its
subcommittees, one of ASSU's
chief new responsibilities this year
is the appointment of qualified
students to those positions. Last
year, former vice president of fi-
nance Cole Hunter was appointed
to the Board's finance subcommit-
tee. Current ASSU vice president of
university affairs Maddox is on the
subcommitteefor facilities and land
use. Former ASSU juniorrepresen-
tative Mareena Moss serves on the
space and capital subcommittee.
Recent appointments include
seniors Amanda Gilbert and Zach
Gerdes to the subcommittees of
student development and Jesuit
identity respectively.
Junior Ariel Johnson was also
appointed to NCAA Athletics
Certification committee to pro-
mote student involvement in
the university's upcoming D-I
Accreditation.
"Our school is in a transi-
tional period right now," said
Venosky before the school year
began. "Between the move to D-I
and the huge incoming class we
need to make sure every student's
voice is equally heard and equally
represented."
Fernando may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
ASSU is responsible for
appointing students to
university committees.
We need to make sure
every student's voice























An edgy marketing concept at Drake University
leads to backlash from critics, alumni and faculty.
Associated Press
Drake University hoped a
bold, blue "D+" on a direct-
mail piece and its admissions
website would grab the atten-
tion ofhigh schoolkids inun-
datedwith same-old, same-old
college recruitment "material.
What looked like a pretty
bad grade was supposed to en-
tice teenagers to take a closer
look at the pluses of attend-
ing the school in Des Moines,
lowa.
Fifteen years ago, the term
"branding" was virtually un-
heard of in higher education.
The idea ofselling college like
a luxury vehicle or an expen-
sive cup of coffee was viewed
as antithetical to the academic
mission.
"Historically, folks really
have taken a fairly conserva-
tive approach," said Robert
Moore, president and CEO
of Chicago- and Washington-
based marketing firm Lipman
Hearne and author of a book
on higher education branding.
"We are seeing a bit more out-
of-the-box stuff, and I think
the jury is still out."
The school said it had rea-
son to be optimistic: Surveys
of more than 900 high school
students found the campaign
both captured their attention
and got across the concept that
Drake would give them a leg
up.
Also, campus visits in July
and August surpassed 720, a
23 percent increase from the
previous year, officials said.
The school reported 4,856 in-
quiries from prospective stu-
dents in those months, a 66
percent increase.
"Everyone is trying to do
something different," said
Debra Lukehart, Drakes ex-
ecutive director of market-
ing and communications. "It
isn't justa gimmick. Its a very
strategic, well thought-out
program — and it has worked
with our target audience."
But six weeks after its un-
eventful introduction, the D+
caught the notice of a differ-
ent audience: unsympathetic
bloggers on the website The
Awl and Adweek, as well as
some students and alumni who
turned to social networks and
blogs to complain that it sent
the wrong message about the
university.
"I love that the school is
getting attention," said '97
graduate Jennifer Jahde Bedell
ofLeawood, Kan. "But is it the
right kind of attention?
By the second week of
"D+"-gate, Drake officials had
heard enough. The school re-
vealed that the symbol would
remain on printed material
sent to would-be students,
but disappear from the web-
site where it first attracted
wide notice.
Or sort of disappear. The
admissions site now features a
digital slide show that opens
with "Drake" in white letters
against a blue background.
The "D" then shines a brighter
white, and a "+" sign appears
on the next slide.
"We are an educational
institution," Drake president
David Maxwell wrote in a
Sept. 9 letter to the university
community, "and we learn
from our experiences."
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It isn't just a gimmicky.
It's a very strategic,
well thought-
out-program.
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Student government sets new





17" Cheese Pizza $10. 90
Monday Night from 8-11 PM
50% OFF IN HOUSE.DINING
(Pizza. Calzones, House Salads, and Soda only.)
bring your student ID
Piecora's NY Pizza
14TH AND MADISON PIECORAS.COM
Student volunteers get their hands dirty to Serve Seattle
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Freshman Nikolai Laforteza (left) drags a pile of plant life toward a compost pile at the Cheasty Greenspace. Seattle U volunteers uprooted invasive and non-native plant species
in order to remove the danger to native flora and fauna. If left unchecked, the invasive species would eventually overrun the native plants.
news su-spectator.com/news4 the spectato
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New minor invites students to
become digital story tellers
Cameron Drews
Staff Writer
A new communications mi-
nor focusing on digital media and
Internet communications is being
launched by James Forsher, associ-
ate professor of communication
and film studies.
The new minor is expected to
attract a wide range ofstudents in-
volved in a variety of majors who
are interested in expanding their
knowledge of increasingly utilized
digital communication media.
The first course of the minor
will be offered winter 2011, but
when Forsher proposed his idea
in 2007, the response was less
than enthusiastic.
"I found that a lot of the print
media students [...] didn't really
care. They were really more inter-
ested in working for newspapers,"
said Forsher.
With this in mind, he is now
extending the invitation to non-
journalism majors in the hopes that
they can utilize the valuable tools of
digital media within their specific
areas of expertise.
No matter what one's occupa-
tional aspirations maybe, network-
ing is going to be important, and
part ofForsher's motivation is that
in today's technological age, "every
industry is moving towards a digital
means ofcommunication."
Some classes offered through
this minor will be rhetoric of digi-
tal media, graphic communication
and writing for online and digital
media. Forsher spoke from experi-
ence when emphasizing the impor-
tanceof digital story telling.
He has worked on over 100
national shows for big name chan-
nels such as Discovery, A&E,
Cinemax and The Movie Channel.
His mother was Elvis Presley's pri-
vate secretary; hung in his office
were framed pictures of celebri-
ties he has worked with, complete
with signatures.
"What I want to bring is that
realism of what the industry re-
quires," Forsher said. "So when
students leave here, they will not
only have the technical skills but
have the savvy to help them get
a job."
These courses will- utilize the
new library media center, and the
department has just purchased an
entire studio worth of equipment
to aid in valuable hands-on instruc-
tional methods.
Forsher is aware that students
may be intimidated by the tech-
nical aspects of the minor, but is
optimistic that other majors won't
be left behind.
"Students should know that
whatever their area ofbackground
experience with digital media,
they're all starting on an equal play-
ing field," Forsher said.
He expects people to enter the
program with minimal knowledge
but hopes that they'll leave with
some things they can be proud of.
In addition to the new minor,
students are also encouraged to
join the Media Club as a sort of
complementary experience to the
digital media classes.
This gives students the oppor-
tunity to explore their creativ-
ity outside the classroom and to
experiment with projects such as
webisodes, news broadcasts, enter-
tainment shows or anything that
might help them to exercise their
newly developed skills.
Forsher encourages any students
interested in the program,to con-
tact him at forsherj@seattleu.edu.
More information about his past
projects can be found at forsher-
productions.com.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
What I want to bring










Craig Mallery, the highly dec-
orated Seattle University head
swim coach, has stepped down.
Mallery, who coached both
men and women, is the only head
coach in the Seattle U swim's team
14-year history.
"He was the architect of the
program," said athletic director
Bill Hogan. "Over 14 years, he
built just a phenomenal program
of great, high quality people that
we associated with the program.
People you're proud of as gradu-
ates and as competitors."
Hogan said Mallery's decision
was personal and the athletic de-
partment supports his choice.
Under his command, the
men's swim team won the 2002
NAIA championships, while the
women's team placed second the
same year. In 2008, the men also
placed eighth at the NCAA D-II
championships.
"[Mallery] basically took a
start-up company and built it into
a Fortune 500," said Hogan. "He
took a small team and built it up
to nationally ranked team, both
men and women."
In his time at Seattle U,
Mallery has received numer-
ous awards, including this
year's Pacific Collegiate Swim
Conference Coach of the Year.
He has also been named a NAIA
coach of the year twice and was
named a Coach of Excellence in
2008 by the American Swimming
Coaches Association.
"[He] was a phenomenal pro-
gram developer. There's no ques-
tion of that," said Hogan. "You
look at all of the All-Americahs
we've had in swimming and it's
a huge number. There are a lot
of hall-of-famers [from theswim-
ming program] and it will prob-
ably include Craig eventually as a
head coach here at Seattle U."
Currently, the athletic de-
partment is undecided on their
next step during the transitional
coaching period. In the interim,
assistant coachKat Cuevas will fill
the head coaching position.
[Kat] is very qualified but we'll
decide at a later date the process
for finding a new head coach,"
said Hogan.
Cuevas swam for SU for three
years during her college career.
She holds the fourth-best time
in the 100-meter butterfly and
the fifth-best in the 200-meter
butterfly.
MacKenzie may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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20% Off with College LD.
The Food, not the Books.
Jimmy's on Broadway is helpingconserve your college fund by offering a 20% Discount* on entrees and appetizers for
local college students and faculty through October 2010. Just show your student/faculty I D.
Jimmy's is a great Dining Place all day, featuring Crab Mac 'N Cheese • Brioche French Toast • Monte Cristo • Crab Cake
Benedict • Mahi Mahi Fish Tacos • Crisp Entree Salads • Premium Burgers • Steaks to Order • Filet Mignon Sliders and Jimmy's
Signature Cone O' Fries with Garlic & Rosemary...plus much more.
Jimmy's on Broadway is a very Happy Place proudly pouring 18+ beers and microbrews from the tap... a variety of
speciality Martinis, select wines and spirits.
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and Celebrating Happy Hour Twice Daily.
* Not valid during happy hour. | wjf M V * - f* -
Does not include alcohol, tax I I O "
or gratuity. f %I
|
Restaurant & Bar
Located at the Silver Cloud Hotel-Broadway • 11G0 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122 • JimmysOnßroadway.com
Learning services merger increases efficiency
and student interaction, officials say
Rodrigo Reyes
Directors of various learning services emphasized
students' needs when designing learning commons
Staff Writer
The Lemieux Library and each
of Seattle University's learning as-
sistance services are now together
in one shared spaced designed for
efficiency and practicality.
According to Anne Mohundro,
director of Learning Assistance
Programs at the Writing Center, the
merging of all these services was a
long but worthwhile process.
"It seems very exciting to me be-
cause we've been talking about this
for a long time, to put these services
together," Mohundro said.
According to Mohundro, the
merging process consisted of meet-
ings between the directors of the
learning programs to discuss the
details that went into the construc-
tion of the McGoldrick Learning
Commons.
"We've been looking at models,
we lookedat spaces, we worked with
architects, we looked at samples
of carpet," Mohundro said. "We
looked at all these little pieces and
I think we got to understand each
others' programs a lot better."
In the days leading up to the
library's grand opening it makes
sense to have these services
close together.
"None of us really knew how
it would look when we got here,"
Mohundro added.
The informal interaction of the
services is working to benefit the
students who can find all the help
they need in one common area.
"It is terrific for students, who
are each in need of one or more of
these services, to be able to inter-
act with one another," Mohundro
said.
This functional and comfort-
able space is the result of the joint
experience and input of several
professionals.
"I have about three notebooks
full of plans and logs of the times
we met about furniture, about what
we did and did not need."
Mohundro said she and the
other service directors emphasized
students' needs in their meetings,
citing specifics like tables, easy ac-
cess to books and comfortable work
space.
"Change is always hectic, it is
like moving into a new place, to a
new house," said Ryan Joy, library
technician in charge ofcirculation.
"Everything looks really great, but
you always have all those little mi-
nor issues that you have to work
out before everything is up and
running."
The library is open 8 a.m. to 11
p.m. Monday through Thursday
with shorter hours over the week-
end. Full hours are available on the
library's website.
"I think people want the
same hours at least Monday
through Friday," Joy said.
"Although we do have a lot
more space for 24 hour studying
which will hopefully offset the
inconsistent hours."
This building has the potential
to become the center of student
life on campus with its additional
37,000 square foot conference and
studying rooms as well as numerous
technological updates.
"It is a gorgeous space," said
freshman humanities major Casey
Daily Walker. "I feel as if I can re-
ally focus when I am in here."
The grand opening of the
Lemieux Library and McGoldrick
Learning Commons will be on
Thursday Sept. 30 at 11:30a.m.
Rodrigo may be reached at
jreyes@su-spectator.com
Before Summer
Early plans for the library
renovation originally
ordered the spiral stair-
case to be torn down. The
library planning commit-
tee eventually decided to
keep the iconic structure.
After Opening
The top of the spiral
staircase now ends in a
glass 'cage, on the third
floor of the library. The
second floor contains all
the university's learning
services in one place.
Change is always
hectic, it is like moving
into a new place,




space. I feel as if
I can really focus
when I am in here.
Casey Daily Walker
Freshman
Jon Polka | TheSpectator
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Imagining the World
Study Abroad and International Student
PhotographyCompetition
If you are currently enrolled at Seattle
University, and have participated in a
study abroad program or are currently an
international student at Seattle University,
we invite you to submit photos of life in
IpH #
# % j your host country for the chance to win
£ * f
. » up to $500 in cash prizes and inclu-
•* > sion in an SU gallery exhibit.
r *" Submissions due
"
- 'k \ Oct. 1,2010
% >
"




Sponsored by the College ofArts and Sciences & S EATTL E




September 23 5:00 am
DPS removed and cleaned, hu-
man feces found on second
level.
Suspicious Person
September 23 8:30 am
Non-affiliatemale loitering in ga-
rage; DPS contacted person who
requested directions to a local
store.
Suspicious Person
September 23 9:50 am
Student reported unknown male,




Non-injury accident, minimal dam-




Burning smell from ventilation sys-
tem; DPS and Facilities respond-
ed, confirmed non-issue.
Safety Assist-Other
September 24 2:00 am
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Across 27. Coeur d' 43. Durable yellow fabric
1. Counterfeits 28. Beak 45. Bustle
7. T.G.I.F. Part. 29. de mer 46. Yes, in Yokohama
10. "His and "; 30. Madrid 47. Delia's creator
14. Revolt-leader, old-style 31. Bonelike 48. Neighborhoods
15. Hit Sign 33. Hog 51.13th letter of the Hebrew al-
-16. Arabian sultanate 34. Back muscle, briefly phabet
17. Kathmandu resident 37. Teachers' org 52. Eye sores
18. Edge • 38. Vane dir. 53. Sensitive to all visible colors
19. Mrs. Chaplin 39. Black bird 56. One way to run
20. Let the buyer beware 40. Conductor de Waart 57. Alley _
23. Distinguishing characteristic 41. Be human 58. Within reach
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64. Confounded 24. Verticle face of a stair
65. Boris Godunov, for one 25. Communion table
66. Rockers Steely 30. Biblical moment
67. Feature 32. Attack
33. Canal site
34. Guarded
Down 35. Designer Simpson
1. Devoted follower 36. Shades
2. Single unit 44. Condiment
3. Dr. Dre's genre 45. Computer enthusaist
4. Slender 46. Made of cannabis
5. Acclaim 48. "The covers of this book are
6. Switchblade too far " - Bierce
7. Sharon's land 49. Small branch
8. Country singer Travis 50. Gay
9. A bit 51. Dough
10. Commotion 52. Locations
11. Chew the scenery 54. Highway
12. Babbled 55.1 did it!
13. Animal trap 59." Ventura" was played
21. Eluded by Jim Carrey
22. Edge 60. Japanese computer giant
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Campus Voice:
What is your favorite part
of the Lemieux Library
and McGoldrick Learning
Commons?
"It's cool to actually check out
books and be surrounded by
books."
"The recording studio. It's frickin tight."
"I really like all the windowsand
added natural light, the new
reading rooms and that we can
access the 6th floor."
"The Byte, because I'm
obsessed with tea and now we
have an eatery with more than
one tea option!"







ies and English Literature
Kristina Nicchi
Senior, Teaching
et ceteraSeptember 29,2010 9the spectator
LJ ■ 11| Ceremony JUSTICE |VJ j»J SPEAKER
Library Dedication Ceremony QQI Global Village IQfijfl Michele Norris at Town Hall
After receiving a year's worth of e-mails describing week by The International Student Center will be hosting "Social
week how much closer the library was to being finished, the Justice & Leadership in the Global Village: An SU Those familiar with the NPR classic "All Things Considered,"
endless flood ofe-mails has ended and the day everyone has Leadership Week Presentation" in the ISC Lounge from 5 will recognize host Michele Norris, who will be presenting
been waiting for is finally here. From 11:00 tol:30, there t07:30, with a free dinner served from sto 6. The workshop her views on the "hidden conversation on race" going on
will be food, tours, and a chance for everyone to explore the following dinner will explore the implications iftheworld in the country, chronicled in her new book "The Grace of
building and thewondrous research and study opportunities was shrunk from 6.3 billion people to a village of 100 Silence." Although originally setting out simply to write a
it holds. Be sure to note if the seating options you voted for people, while still retaining the same economic, cultural, book about race in America, the end result was much more
last year actually made it in. linguistic, religious, resource and technological composi- personal for Norris, who wrote mainly about her family's past.
tion. A discussion will follow. Her presentation will take place from 7:30 to 9 atTown Hall,
I RLM __F and tickets must be purchased in advance for $10.I The Social Network |i!iS
Paradoxes of Living on Holy
Lan . photographs from
As unbelievable as it seems, at one time not too long ago, Jerusalem and the West Bank
college students had to find a different way to procrastinate
writing essays and reading. As terrifying as it sounds, they The documentary photo exhibition displays images of the
were forced to do it through actual human interaction, and diversity and tension in Jerusalem and the West Bank. It
not simply through methodically working through your will be on display until Dec. 3, but for those looking to view
sister's ex-boyfirend's cousin's pictures ofSummer 09. And the exhibit before the Oct. 8 ArtTalk and Artists Reception,
just imagine how much more difficult making friends was. it will be open every day from 8:30 to 4:30 in the Vachon
The Social Network chronicles the inception of the ever time- and Kinsey Galleries.
consuming Facebook and the story of its founders.
The fusion ofsounds that is The Black Keys will grace The Wf Mm <*» j
Paramount with their blend of bluesy rock, and bring just M mr ■ STI ■ " 9 H S
enough soul with them to make even My Morning Jacket , j 11 I 1... ,
envious. Dan Auerbach brings a gritty rawness to his vocals
that resonates so well, it seems the listener experiences just HR ld: | A
as much of the joyand sadness he is crooning about. This, '<*' *■ S hM J
layered with rocking guitar and a distinctly bluesy sounding KJ* '«j I -JH|H l| •I i 1 V. V
undertone that sounds deceivingly like it must have origi- ■i g I |2 1* 1 M s
nated straight from the deep South, will make for what is Hpfe' ' „jc "J
sure to be an excellent live performance. )gr j B ,
For those in need of a change of pace from the bitter, black, j"• . M
caffeine-laced goodness so plentiful on Capital Hill, the Mm
Northwest Tea Festival may offer the perfect opportunity to 3 *I fl
find comfort in the form ofa different type of beverage.
Taking place at the Seattle Center Oct. festival % * S| .
offers by industry p
experts, and the opportunity to purchase the latest tech- ' .J I ~-W
nology. Presentations at this year's festival include "Tea.., So
Much More Than Our Favorite Beverage!, " "Debunking ■ -rVMI
Tea Myths," and "TheImportance and Use ofHerbal Tea. " courtesy JohnPoets
Admission is free with a suggested donationof$5. The Black Keys will perform at The Paramount on Saturday.
su-spectator.com/features
Housing Overload
To accommodate the 1,060 member freshman class, Housing and
Residence Life created a record number of efficiency triples to house the
extra bodies. Many floor lounges also had to be converted into rooms.
HRL also signed renewable one-year leases in the Rianna and Vantage
apartments for $150,000. The university subsidizes these apartments
to lower the cost of rent for students living in them.
10 thespectator
Some in efficient triples, some in singles
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
In order to accommodate the largest fresh-
man class in Seattle University history, all
residence halls are operating over 100 percent
capacity, with lounges serving as quads and the
addition of40 efficiency triples.
Sophomores and upperclassmen have also
been housed in the Murphy Apartments on
campus, and Vantage and Rianna Apartments
off-campus.
"We want to house as many students on
campus as possible, because they tend to get
better grades and are more satisfied with their
college experience," said Tim Albert, director
ofHousing and Residence Life. "We are com-
mitted to getting as many students on campus
as we can."
According toAlbert, there are typically 1,730
spacesfor housing in Bellarmine, Campion and
Xavier. This year, with the addition oftriples
and quads, the number has increased to 1,858.
Of that number, 975 are currently occupied
by freshmen. There are also 74 students living
in the Rianna and Vantage Apartments and
80 sophomores in the Murphy Apartments.
Although some rooms are currently occupied
by only one student, Albert states that this is
due to medical reasons.
In total, 140 triples have been spread
out across freshman housing in Bellarmine,
Campion and Xavier. There are approxi-
mately nine new efficiency triples per floor in
Bellarmine, five per floor in Campion and six
per floor in Xavier.
The new Douglas Apartments, scheduled
to open next year, will hold 220 juniors and
seniors. The option ofopening up more of the
Murphy Apartments to sophomores is also be-
ing considered.
"It's not bad," said freshman pre-majorEmily
Walters, who was placed in a triple. "The cost is
better and overall the room is pretty good."
Walters also says she has heard positive feed-
back from others placed in efficiency triples
"I haven't heard anyone who's upset with it,
and people like having more than one room-
mate," Walters said.
Bellarmine resident assistant Roberto
Mendez says that, despite the longer lines for
the elevator and at Cherry Street Market, he
has encountered fewer problems than expected
with the increase in residents.
"I've heard little complaining about triples
from the freshman," Mendez said.
He cites the new library and study spaces
as a positive factor in helping students live in
housing that is filled over capacity, as it opened
up new common space for everyone.
From the perspective ofa resident assistant,
he describes that it has helped bring the floor
together. It has also helped people to get to
know each other better, fostering a commu-
nity atmosphere. Even though the lounges
have been converted to quad rooms, Mendez
describes that it is still a gathering place, and
residents still convene there.
Albert also emphasizes the positive impact
oftriple rooms. In previous years when triple
rooms were utilized, retention rates were high-
er, students received better grades and overall
satisfaction was increased.
Over 50 percent of students who were
placed in triples also chose to remain when
given a chance to move.
Housing and Residence Life wilhbegin to
receive feedback from residents in triples in the
coming weeks. Those that wish to be moved
can notify the housing director oftheresidence
hall by Oct. 8.
Although available spaces for residents
to move to are still being identified, prior-
ity will be given to open as many lounges as
possible.
Olivia may be reached at ojohnson@su-
spectator.com
The Douglas residence









Over 50 percent of stu-
dents placed in triples last
year chose to remain when
given a chance to move.
Last Year- 100
This Year- 140
+9 per floor in
Bellarmine
+5 per floor in Campion
+6 per floor in Xavier
Candace Shankel | TheSpectator
The residents of this Beiiarmine quad have moved all their beds to one side of the room to clear the other side as a living area.
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Turn in your books, check out the art.
The new Lemieux Library is full of some great new pieces of art. The following are justa few of the best:
A map to the past
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
This past May marked the 400th anniversary of
Matteo Ricci's death and signaled the start ofa year-
long celebration by the Seattle University college of
humanities named in his honor. To commemorate the
festivities, the Matteo Ricci College (MRC) endowed
Seatde U to place a printing of the world map Ricci
painted in 1602 in the A.A. Lemieux Library and
McGoldrick Learning Center.
"We thought it'd make a great gift," said the dean
of the MRC Michael F. Andrews.
Obtaining a printing of"The Matteo Ricci Map of
1602" was easier said than done. The U.S. Library of
Congress possessed die original map, and the MRC
needed its permission to reprint it.
Andrews turned to MRC alumni Robert Sokol,
who worked at the Library ofCongress as a curator.
He first contacted Sokol in December 2009,although
discussions about gaining permission to reprint "The
Matteo Ricci Map of 1602" didn't begin in earnest
until 2010. Sokol became one ofthe MRC's primary
contacts.
"He worked with us throughout the process,"
Andrews said.
Khe Library of Congress granted the MRC per-ion toreprint the map in 2010, which raised an-
other challenge. Standing at 5-feet, 5-inches tall and
12-feet, 5-inches wide, "The Matteo Ricci Map of
1602"would take up a considerable amount ofspace
in the renovated Lemieux Library and McGoldrick
Learning Center.
"Fr. Sundborg and John Popko really threw their
support behind it," Andrews said about finding a spot
for the map.
Popko, a Seattle U librarian, was all too happy
to welcome "The Matteo Ricci Map of 1602" into
the library's new collection. Popko sat on a
committee assembled by Fr. Jerry Cobb,
S.J., to find artwork to place throughout the
refurbished library.
"When we were designing the library we knew that
the university made a commitment to bringing art-
work to the students," Popko said. "We created what
we call Gallery Six with the intent ofdisplaying per-
manent pieces ofart."
A large stretch ofwall in Gallery Six, which is on the
6th floor ofdieLemieux Library and the McGoldrick
Learning Center, remained empty, a perfect spot for
"The Matteo Ricci Map of 1602."What made the map
an even more appropriate addition to the library's col-
lection was that it fit the committees desired theme for
the collection.
"Fr, Cobb suggested the artwork be a 'window to
the world,", Popko said. "The art we could acquire to
display in this building would cause students to make
contact and have experiences widi different parts of
the world."
Ricci painted the map for the Wanli emperor while
living in China. One ofthe map's most unique char-
acteristics was diat Ricci drew China in die center of
the world. "It was a sign ofrespect to the emperor,"
Andrews said.
Popko appreciated how the map's unique topog-
raphy offered students a window to the world. "That
fact itself should cause students to think about the
world they live in."
Sam can be reached at
skettertng@su-spectator.com





Commons on the first
floor of theLemiuex
Library hangs the intri-
cately vibrant and ap-
propriately entertaining
sculptural panel "Trees
Lounge" by Al Souza.
Featuring Mickey
Mouse, Goofy, Waldo
and many more, its prob-
ably the biggest jigsaw
puzzle you'll ever see.
Born in Plymouth,
Massachusetts in 1944,
Al Souza has created
such puzzling works like











to Yale University, and
now Seattle University.
He currently resides in
Houston, Texas.
Souza created this
piece, as well as many
other works of art, with
jigsaw puzzles found
in thrift stores and on
E-Bay. "Trees Lounge"
found its way to Seattle
University by way ofdo-
nors Richard and Betty
Hedreen, who gracious-
ly picked the piece out
of their own collection
of art. Fr. Jerry Cobb,
S.J. —who led the com-
mittee that oversaw what
art was to go into die new
library—had this to say:
"I think 'Trees Lounge'
will be one of the most
popular works of art
in the new library [...]
Sousa's work may seem
playful, and it is, but it
is also a very serious and
well-respected work of
art. It connects the joy
and color of childhood
images with the serious
complexity of the work
and identity of college
students."
"There'sa positive vibe
to it," said senior Adam
Sandgren. "It's not like
[...] it doesn't look like
it's marching off to war
like the statue in front of
the library."






Paul Vexler s ' The Flying Knot'
is a woodworking feat construct-
ed from strips of wooden rib-
bon that are sculpted into a solid
uniform piece.
Currently on display on the
third floor the library, "The Flying
Knot" was hand selected by Fr.
Jerry Cobb and purchased from
the Foster White Gallery in Pioneer
Square.
The piece is a stylized wooden
knot suspended horizontally by
thin cables, its lightweight is signa-
ture ofVexler's ribbon technique.
Despite the complexity of his
technique, Vexler uses only re-
claimed wood.
"I get it for free and I love the
idea ofsaving it from the compost
pile or the wood burning stove,"
Vexler said.
As a carpenter, former art
teacher and now sculptor, Vexler
has fused a lifelong interest in sci-
ence and mathematics with a pas-
sion for art.
"I think that mathematics has a
lot of beautiful ideas," Vexler said.
"The aesthetic experience of art,
and the aesthetics of madiematics
are similar when you begin to un-
derstand the concepts."
Vexler's portfolio is a three di-
mensional intersection ofart, phys-
ics, and geometry where the possi-
bility ofmathematical theories can
become physical realities through
sculpture.
" In math, there is the perfect
circle, and with art you can try to
create that."
Vexler is currently preparing for
a show at theFoster/White gallery
in September 2011 and a show at
the Bau-Xi Gallery in Toronto in
November 2011.
From his displays in Westlake
Center to Taiwan, Paul Vexler's
work is always versatile, intellectual
and wide-reaching.
Kassi can be contacted at
rodgersk@seattleu.edu
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
Candace Shankel I The Spectator
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Ellie White
/ How the glorious nerds at Gamma Ray have taken over hip Capitol Hill.
Staff Writer
At 10 to five, I anxiously walk
around the store trying to look as
professional as possible. A small
sign that reads "Munchkin Fairy
Dust Playing Cards" catches my
eye. I grasp for the bright pink
cards while a boy ofabout 13 eyes
me contemptuously from behind
his new magic cards.
Magic the Gathering night is
the most popular night for Capitol
Hill's premier game store Gamma
Ray. The shop expects to cut off the
draft at 24 people. A small crowd
forms 10 minutes before
starts. Gamma Ray hosts a myri-
ad of events six days a week, but
tonight is Saturday night, Magic
Night, and twice as many people
are expected to show.
I must have looked nervous be-
cause several people came up to me
and introduced themselves. A man
wearing a shirt that reads "Anytime
is a good time to destroy the world"
tries to reassure me: "Just remem-
ber to use creatures that destroy at
relatively low cost to you."
"Creatures?" I reply.
The man forces a chuckle, "This
is going to be difficult."
Earlier in the week I meet with
*iric Logan, owner ofGamma Ray
who admits things did not always
run at a steady pace. "When we
first opened I didn't know what
I was going to do. I was working
fourteen hour days. Thankfully I
have more help now."
When asked if he expected so
much success so quickly, Logan
solemnly shook his head. "I didn't
know where to begin sometimes.
I've finally gotten to the point
where I kind ofknow what's going
on two weeks in advance, by four
years I want to know everything
that's happening."
It is easy to see why Gamma
Ray has been so enormously pop-
ular. Since opening a year and a
half ago, the game store has seen
a steady and consistent rise in de-
mand. Logan admits, "It never
slows down. You know what they
say, nothing draws a crowd like a
crowd."
The "growing interest," Logan
mentions may in part be due to
the incredible patience the em-
ployees have with new players as
well as the astounding knowledge
they possess about theit products.
"We're different from other types
of game shops because we go out
of our way to be friendly to non
gamers and all types of gamers."
Logan observes.
I ask Logan what I should ex-
pect at Magic Night this Saturday
and try my hardest to absorb every
word.
"We collaborate with Capitol
Club across the street Saturday
nights. Sometimes we have 21 and
over players draft and play there."
He remarks. "Our mezzanine is
level with [Capitol Club's] balcony
and it looks like we're having a lot
more fun on this side."
Capitol Club is a bar directly
across the street from Gamma
Ray. They are known for their
Mediterranean inspired menu and
cocktails.
Logan adds that I will need to
come 15 minutes early and to ex-
pect mostly 20 to 30 year olds. I
leave Gamma Ray sometimelater,
wondering how the hell the em-
ployees remember all the intricate
rules to these complex games,
games they rotate in and out of
their inventory to make way for
even more confusing games featur-
ing dragons and monsters.
Your gaming experience at
GammaRay is not limited to Magic
the Gatheringand Munchkin Fairy
Dust playing cards. Gamma Ray
is the only game store on Capitol
Hill to cover all realms of the gam-
ing world: card games, board and
computer games, live action role
playing, you name it. Logan adds,
"I'm partial to indie role play, but
that's just me."
It is Saturday night and I am
still quietly hovering around
the Munchkin Fairy Dust sec-
tion. The teams are beginning to
form and the shop's atmosphere
instantly becomes more relaxed.
One player introduces himself to
me as Matthew and confesses that
"this will probably be an observe
and report kind ofthing for you."
He was wrong.
As the draft begins, the two
Gamma Ray employees in charge
detail every aspect and angle of the-
game to me as I try desperately to
keep up. What they were saying
was nearly unfathomable for a
non-gamer like myself. I politely
refuse to join the game, there is
no way I'm going to ruin a table
full of experienced gamers with my
amateur antics. Dane, who is in
charge ofdrafting tonight, hands
me full deck and says "Play. Learn
the gameand bring the deck back
later."
Immediately fascinated I
carefully open the deck to reveal
detailed renderings of creatures
and cryptic messages that I imme-
diately decide to get tattooed on
my body if I ever master Magic.
I slyly moved the cards with the
more enchanting aphorisms to the
front of the deck. One card read
"The scepter ofpower is fragile in
a calloused hand." Another card
arcanely stated "It was not the
minotaur's shoulders but his soul
that bore the heaviest weight."
I leave sometime later pleased
with the commitment the employ-
ees and players alike had in helping
me learn Magic. This experience
with GammaRay left meconfident
thateven a non-gamercan get caught
up in the mystery and intricacies of
thegaming realm. As I walk up Pine
Street I am reminded of something
Eric Logan said to me earlier in the
week, "I'm justa sophomore at this.
Once we hit the four year mark I
think we'll finally be adjusted." I
uSink you have donepretty good for
yourself already, Gamma Ray.





low cost to you.
Cool Shirt Guy
Magic: the Gathering Enthusiast
The scepter of
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Big Mario's Pizza vs Z Pizza
John Beaton
Staff Writer
Comparing Big Mario's Pizza to Z Pizza
is like comparing an organic salad to a deli-
cious T-bone steak.
Big Mario's Pizza, located right next to
Caffe Vita, has die look and feel ofa no-frills
classic pizza joint. The layout is simple: the
first portion ofthe unassuming rectangular
restaurant is a to-go window. This means one
walks up to the fogged glass displays ofpizza
and chooses from one of the simple, tasty
options they have.
There is not a sit-down feel to Big Mario's,
a nice change from some of the more formal
pizzerias which makewhat should be a casual
fun experience a bit stuffy. Further in the
restaurant is a row ofbooths across from an
bar that serves the best selection of micro
brews anyone could want for washing down
theirpizza.
I immediately walked over to that respec-
tive part of the restaurant and ordered the
classic combo ofa pepperoni pizza and a cold
pint ofbeer. As soon as I took the first bite
it was as ifsomeone was throwing a surprise
party for George Clinton in my mouth. The
best part: everyone was invited. The pizza,
like an MTV spring break special, was
hot, oily and delicious. An added bonus—
Big Mario's is open until 4 a.m. Thursday
through Saturday, meaning more of the late
night ambiance that only Capitol Hill can
deliver and it is dog friendly. While I was
eating, a pug dog was sitting on a bar stool
next to me. More simply put, Big Mario's is
cheap, fun and delicious.
Going into Z Pizza after Big Mario'swas a
dramatic shiftto say the least. The first thing
that struck me—it was completely empty
at 6 o'clock. Not a good sign. All over the
walls were cheap looking Warholian pop-art
depictions ofavocados. The sterile look and
overall tackiness of the restaurant was almost
enough to make me leave. It was Z Pizza's
creative menu that made me stay. I decided
to order only a small Thai pizza. To my sur-
prise this somewhat over priced pizza, $10
for a very small pie, was actually pretty good,
though the beer selection left something to
be desired. I suprisingly really enjoyed the
pizza, pop-art avocados or not. The ingredi-
ents popped, tasted fresh and left me more
than satisfied.
But Big Mario's pies can't be beat.
WINNER:
Big Mario s
On the one hand we have a well-priced
pizza joint that doubles as a great cocktail
lounge. On the other, we have what some
might call a presumptuous restaurant that is
barely saved by a fairly solid pie. Given the
factors of price, taste and general mood, I
must unequivocally choose Big Marios Pizza
as the victor.
To contact John, email him at jbeaton®
su-spectator.com
Alex Pierce | The Spectator
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Big Mario's hot and greasy style will make your stomach happy, just make sure to
grab a napkin.
Genki Sushi vs Octo Sushi
Kira Brodie
Managing Editor/ Copy Cheif
When I think about Genki Sushi the
word "convenient" comes to mind. The new
locationat thecorner ofBroadway and Pine
is conveniently close to campus. The little
green, yellow and red plates floating past on
a noiseless conveyor belt are both priced and
presented conveniently. The menus at every
table, complete with full color photos and
detailed descriptions of anything you may
want to try, remove the chance element of
the sushi-eating experience and make it easy
to decide exactly what you want.
But if you consider for a moment
other foods which are deemed convenient
—Twinkies, Lunchables, Hot Pockets—
you'll notice that it might not be a quality
you hope for in a sushi restaurant. Genki
Sushi may have relied a little too heavily on
convenience. The decor is sparse, diough not
in an attractive minimalist way. The bright
white and electric orange walls paired with
intense fluorescent lighting are a shock to
the eyes and give you the vague inclina-
tion that you're in a hospital cafeteria. The
woodenbooths are a tad uncomfortableand
a bit snug for two people. Kessha pounds
out of the speakers, making conversation
nearly impossible.
The sushi, too, has been influenced by
this notion ofconvenience. It's not that it's
bad, worse sushi certainly exists. But, it's
also not good. The rolls are heavy on the
rice, the fish is a little too fishy. The other
ingredients and flavors are mostly justbland.
The California roll, an extremely popular
choice for the sushi-hesitant, was totally
lackluster and, dare I say it, hardly better
than its prepackaged counterpart offered at
QFC. Other choices like the Spider roll and
Salmon skin roll were just OK. Even the
non-sushi dishes were lacking; the Kakiage,
think tempura, was a grease-soaked nest of
stringy vegetables.
The one element ofGenkiSushi that isn't
influencedby convenience is the service. You
may think that you will sit down and watch
the conveyor belt speedily deliver everything
you could desire. This is not necessarily the
case. Depending onwhere you sit, you may
be waiting several turns ofthe belt for some-
thing you actually want to come your way.
Convenience does not come to mind
when I think ofOcto Sushi. That's not to
say that it is inconvenient. On the contrary,
the service at Octo Sushi is stellar; you'll be
seated and served before you can say domo
arigato. But all it takes is one look around
the artfully renovated restaurant to know
that the designer was not limited by strict
functionality.
The warmreds, oranges and yellows and
soft, glowing light are easy on the eyes, like
fall leaves on a shinto shrine. The seating
is spacious and comfortable. The music,
though not authentic Japanese, is not too
loud.
The prices are not bad. Especially when
you realize that you're getting six pieces in-
stead of three—and the flavors are definitely
worth a little extra money. The Dragon roll,
beautifully laid out like a slumbering version
ofits namesake, is delicious with its perfect
combination ofsmoky eel and sweet sauce.
The veggie tempura roll is subtle, yet inter-
esting and unique. For non-sushi options,
the tempura is light, crunchy and not at all
greasy. And the miso is salty and soothing
with its cute little cubes of tofu.
WINNER:
Octo Sushi
While the open atmosphere and and gener-
ous portions makeOcto Sushi a great place to
come with a group, the classypresentation and
pleasing ambiance also make it a great placefor
afirst date.The only major downside ofOcto
Sushi? No giant octopus in sight.
To contact Kira, email her at copy@su-
spectator.com
Alex Pierce | The Spectator
Sy Beam | The Spectator
Where are the giant octopi? Where?
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Hamer scores with soccer and computers
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
On their own, soccer and com-
puter science appear completely
unrelated. However, when Brandon
Hamer, a Seattle University senior
computer science major and a de-
fender for the men's soccer team, is
thrown into the mix, clear connec-
tions can be drawn.
Hamer appreciates the parallels
between the two major commit-
ments in his life: school and soccer.
"You use logic to do computer
science homework," Hamer said.
Likewise, on the soccer field, he
uses logic to prevent the opposing
teams' attackers from scoring.
Unlike soccer, which Hamer
began playing around the age of
five, computer science is a newer
development.
When he first arrived at Seattle
U, he declared himself as a busi-
ness major. Business classes failed to
capture his interest, however.
"Then I took my first [computer
science] class," he said. "It was the
most interesting class I'd taken."
Hamer then switched his major
to computer science with a minor
in business. He supposes he had a
predisposition for working with
computers.
"My mom is a computer pro-
fessor at a community college in
Sacramento."
His dedicationto soccer can also
be traced back to his family. It was
Hamer's parents who first entered
him into a youth soccer club and
he has been playing the sport for as
long as he can remember.
"I feel like a lot of my personal-
ity has been influenced by soccer,
like my competitiveness," he said.
His position as men's head soc-
cer coach allows Brad Agoos to take
note of other aspects of Hamer's
personality.
"He's been selfless," Agoos said,
referring to Hamer's recent transi-
tion from a striker to a defender.
The decision to shift Hamer
from an offensive to defensive po-
sition came shortly before the start
of the current season. A string of
injuries inflicted other players, and
Agoos felt confident that Hamer
would adapt quickly.
"He's very fast and good on the
ball," Agoos said.
Still, some players might be
reluctant to go from scoring goals
to defending against them. Hamer
demonstrated no such feelings.
"He put aside his wants and
goals for the good of the team,"
Agoos said. "He's a great model
for the younger guys."
In spite of his talents and the
awards he earns, Hamer remains
humble, in part because of Seattle
U's smaller community.
"It's not like at a large university,
where I might notknow anyone in
the stands," he said. "I'm playing
for people I know. It raises the
responsibility."
At die start ofhis final season for
the Redhawks, he is excited about
the soccer team's prospects and wel-
comes the experience ofplaying in
a new position.
"It's a whole new world," he
said. "I'm really excited about hav-
ing a shot to try this."
Sam may be contacted at
skettering@su-spectator.com




Athlete of the week
He's been selfless.
[...] He's very fast and
good on the ball.
Brad Agoos
Men's soccer coach
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Brandon Hamer entered Seattle University as a business major but
instead discovered a passion for computer science.
Men's and women's soccer get a kick start
MacKenzie Blake
Soccer teams score after
a weekend of tough games
Sports/Opinion Editor
This past weekend was a busy
one for the Seattle University's
men's and women's soccer teams.
The women's team hosted
Idaho, Sacramento State and Cal
State Bakersfield at their lone
home tournament of the year,
the Redhawk Invitational at
Championship Field.
On Friday, the Seattle U wom-
en's team challenged Idaho in front
of a packed home field audience.
The Redhawks took an early lead
when senior Kara Kuttler scored off
an assist from sophomore Emma
Levy in the 19th minute.
After going into halftime, the
Redhawks gave up a free kick inside
the penalty box, leading Idaho to
score in what was the 70th minute
and tying the score 1-1.
Levy answered quickly by knock-
ing in a deflected ball to bring the
Redhawks lead to 2-1, which they
would hold the remainder of the
game.
It was Levy's second game-
winning goal of the 2010 season.
Of the 12 shots taken on goal
throughout the game, Kuttler led
the team with five. Idaho was held
to six shots on goal.
On Sunday, the women chal-
lenged Sac State in a battle that
ended with Seattle U winning 3-2
in double overtime.
After being tied 1-1 at halftime,
juniorKassandra Riozzi knocked
a deflected ball into the goal in
the 74th minute. Then, with less
than two minutes to go, Sac State
scored to send the game into over-
time. After a scoreless first overtime
period, freshman Ava Ames scored
her second goal of the game in the
105th minute to give Seattle U the
win.
The men's team took on two
more west coast teams over the
weekend, playing University of
Washington on Friday, followed by
University of Portland on Sunday.
Playing against the hosts
of this weekend's Husky Fever
Classic, the Redhawks fell to
uw.
The first goal came in the 22nd
minute when UW stole the ball
from Seattle U's defense and scored
off ofa deflection.
The score remained stagnant for
the rest of the first half before the
Huskies struck again in the 61st
minute.
Seattle U had two shots on goal
throughout the game, while UW
claimed ten.
The Redhawks fared differ-
ently on Sunday, however, where
they tied University of Portland
1-1 in the second double over-
time match for Seattle U soccer
on Sunday.
The first half of the game
went scoreless and the Scoreboard
didn't light up until the 70th
minute when Portland scored on
a cross.
With just 14 seconds left in
regulation, senior Sean Morris hit
fellow senior Ed Walugembe, who
scored from three yards out to tie
up the score.
After two scoreless overtime
periods, the match was called at a
1-1 tie.
The men's team will host
Cal State Bakersfield at
Championship Field on Sunday
at 2:30 p.m., while the women's
team hosts Portland State imme-
diately before the men's game at
12:00 p.m.





called at a 1-1 tie.
Sy Bean | The Spectator
A Seattle U player lands face first while fighting for the ball against Portland on Sunday at Championshipfield.
the spectator16 su-spectator.com/sports
Scoreboard
XC Women: 17of 20
UW Sundodger Invitational Cougar Cup
Saturday, 9/18 9/21 and 9/22
8 of 9 (Invite) 12 of 12
XC Men:
UW Sundodger Invitational Women's Soccer:
Saturday, 9/18 Cleveland State
8 of 10 (Invite) 9/19
3-0
Men's Golf: Idaho
Palouse Cougar Collegiate 9/24
9/13 and 9/14 2-1
16 of 16 Sacramento State
St. Martin's Invitational 9/26






















off for fall season
MacKenzie Blake
Sports/Opinion Editor
Seattle University's golf program
is getting better while their scores
are getting smaller.
Compared to last year, the team
is much more experienced and con-
sistent in their scores. The team,
which practices about 20 hours per
week, has gained a depth this year
that wasn't present last year, accord-
ing to senior golfer Christopher
Holway.
"Last spring was pretty rough,"
said Holway. "We had two juniors
and the rest were three freshman, so
this year its been big to have those
freshman become sophomores be-
cause they're playing more consis-
tently now."
At the St. Martin's Invitational
this past weekend, four of the five
golfers finished in the top 20 with
Holway shooting rounds of71, 70
and 71 to finish die three-round to-
tal of 212 four under par. This tied
him for 12th place. Sophomore
Rob Seibly shot 67, 75 and 71 for
a total of 213 (-3), tying him for
16th place. Junior lan Dahl and
sophomore Preston Matchett tied
for 20th, each with a three-round
total of214 (-2). Kris Jackson shot
78, 75 and 72 over the weekend,
rounding out the team's weekend
with a cumulative score of 225
(+9).
"There were two Top 25 DII
programs and three of the Top 10
NAIA programs," said head coach
Don Rasmussen. "[There was a]
total of 17 teams and we finished
fourth with two ofour team rounds
being under par. That's a huge
improvement from last year."
Itwas also a major improvement
from the Palouse Cougar Collegiate
atWSU two weeks ago, where they
placed 16th out of 16 teams.
Rasmussen, however, highlights
even the team's improvement at
WSU.
"We went to WSU this year and
we ended up finishing last, but we
were 27 strokes better than our
tournament there last year, so we
made a lot of improvements that
showed up in that event. It just
didn't show up where we placed,"
said Rasmussen.
As for the remainder of the fall
season, the team hopes to improve
their short game, which includes
putting and chipping.
"We're about as good of a ball
striking team as you'll find but we
got to get better on the greens in
order to be a team thats consis-
tent week in and week out," said
Holway.
The team heads to Cal Poly this
weekend to compete in the Cal
Poly Invitational, before heading
to the University of Hawaii for the
Kauai Collegiate Invitational, the
last tournament of the fall season.
"In terms of Cal Poly, I'm look-
ing forward to see how we build
upon the improvement we made
fall season and just see where we
stand against more established pro-
grams," said Holway. "Cal Poly will
be a much bigger tournament for
us so I'm excited to see how we can
handle our emotions and how we
stack up against better players."
MacKenzie may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Dollar signs long-term contract
Olivia Johnson
Editorial Assistant
After leading the Seattle
University men's basketball team
to a winning record last season,
Cameron Dollar has agreed to a
contract extension. His first year
marked the first winning record
posted by any team in collegiate
sports history during a reclassifi-
cation year. His 17-14 wrhning
record also included a 10-3 record
at home.
"I set the tone and surround
myself with talented people, and
[the winning record] is a testament
to the players and their hard work,"
Dollar said.
When first hired in 2009, Dollar
described coming to Seattle U with
the goal of forming a long-term
partnership with the university. He
hopes to continue this partnership
by getting more fans involved and
promoting the university and
its goals.
"We want to help expose to oth-
ers all the great things Seattle U has
to offer, and bring publicity to the
great things and people of Seattle
U," Dollar said.
For Dollar, this means keeping
what has already proven to be suc-
cessful in place and making few
changes to his staff or structure of
the team.
"I surround myselfwith talented
people and just let them do what
they do best."
Dollar notes the team does have
a lot ofwork ahead ofit, but others
note what positive benefits his new
long-term commitment will have
for the team.
Athletic director Bill Hogan
emphasized how Dollar's retention
will help make the team more con-
sistent in tournamentplay and will
add stability.
"This will help us establish
and build a strong future," said
Hogan.
Before being hired by Seattle U,
Dollarworked as an assistant coach
of the University ofWashington's
men's basketball team.
During his time at UW, he
helped coach the team to many
national tournaments andwas also
well-respected for his recruiting
abilities, assembling classes that
were ranked among the best in the
country.
Prior to his work with UW, he
served as assistant coach at Saint
Louis University and as an assistant
on the staff at UC Irvine.
He also played for the UCLA
Bruins, where he lettered all four
years and received national recog-
nition after taking over for a key
starter in a title game.
Dollar's father also serves on
the coaching staff of Seattle U,
after having coached high school
basketball.
"We want to continue to im-
prove and get better every time we
go out," said Dollar of his hopes
for the coming years. "We will con-
tinue to make it an environment we
enjoy and believe in."
Hogan also has high hopes for
the future of the team moving for-
ward and is optimistic about the
program and commitment to the
university, emphasizing Dollar's re-
cord-setting first year ofcoaching.
"He was the first coach in mod-
ern era history to win in a year of
reclassification. No other coach has
ever done that, so we were pleased
to lock him in for the long term."
Olivia may be contactedat
ojohnson@su-spectator.com




Augie Barajas, M.Div. '07
Pastor, Victory Outreach of Eagle Rock, California
LESSON LEARNED: God transcends borders.
MY STORY: When I was a teenager in Mexico City, my family attempted to escape
extreme poverty by immigrating to Los Angeles. This began a journey that would
one day lead me across more borders—to Africa.










Seattle University is on the verge of taking its next big step
into the D-I ocean. It's the third year of NCAA Accreditation,
where the university must apply for admittance into an official
Division One sports conference.
By the time Seattle University is fully fledged D-I institu-
tion, halfof the undergraduates here now will have graduated.
Is this four year transition process to make the leap from D-II
worth it?
If not now, it soon will be.
Schools like the University of Washington, Duke, Notre
Dame and USC have near-legendary sports programs. Their
stadiums and arenas literally shake with student fervor, out of
pure enthusiasm for their sports teams and school spirit.
High school students see this and want to be a part of it.
Other college students wish they were. That's what this univer-
sity is trying to build.
We're witnessing the verysteps into solidifying asimilar legacy
for Seattle U.
Recent memory has not seen the university become any sort
ofhigher education sports power. Ten years from now, members
of the class of2024 won't be able to think of Seattle U without
a powerhouse sports team.
Todays students, tomorrow's alumni, will look on during
March Madness as the Seattle University Redhawks vie for
NCAA supremacy.
Gone will be the days ofa halffull KeyArena on opening night
of basketball season. Get used to wall to wall crowds, violent
cheer sections and an even bigger inflatable Rudy Redhawk.
Be patient, Seattle University. The road to championships and
glory has to begin somewhere. It might as well start now.
The candy man
can't
On Nov. 2, The Spectator editorial board urges Washington
voters to reject initiative 1107.
Pro-1107 campaigns are misleading, asking voters to stop
tax hikes on food and beverages but these hikes are limited in
scope despite the wider implications ofthe slogans. According
to the Washington State Department of Revenue, only taxes
on candy (specified as being a concoction ofsweeteners, choc-
olate, fruit, nuts and other flavorings not requiring refrigera-
tion and not including flour as an ingredient) and bottled
water were raised in June. Sugared cereal and other foods
have not been subject to an increase in tax.
As city that values sustainability, Seattle especially should
support the effort for rejecting 1107. Clean water is not dif-
ficult to access in Washington state and the continued popu-
larity ofbottled water harms the environment with unneces-
sary carbon emmissions from transportation and extra waste
cerated by the bottles. Not to mention bottled water is under
less stringent regulation than tap water, meaning bottled water
could sometimes be less pure than tap.
Additionally, it is estimated that more than 99 percent of
the $14 million spent on the "yes on 1107" campaign has
come from out of state manufacturers. Those who wish to
repeal this tax do not have the state's interests in mind, nor
would continuing the tax harm the state economy. Candy and
bottled water are not major sources opf revenue for grocery
stores and other retailers.
The Seattle Times reported that repealing the candy tax
would leave a $200 million hole in Washington state's 2011-
2012 budget, which will already fall short by $3 billion.
If revenue is not generated through this new tax, it will
have to be generated elsewhere or else programs will have to
be cut and funds distributed.
In this recession, we should be worried less about our
sweet tooth and concern ourselves with how we can fill our
stomachs.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Wra Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzieBlake, Sarah Hiraki and Candace Shankel,
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Stephen Colbert has some serious cajones
Kelton Sears
Despite the criticisms of many, Colbert's C-SPAN
speech had a point and a purpose.
Entertainment Editor
On Sept. 24, the TV funny-
man known for his faux-conser-
vative antics testified in congress,
for real. For real, for real. After
California Democrat ZoeLofgren
participated with Colbert in the
United Farm Workers' "Take Our
Jobs" campaign that entailed the
two picking fruits and vegetables
in a field for a day,Lofgren invited
Colbert to testify on the topic of
illegal immigration citing new-
found perspective .
Colbert said yes. And boy did
he roll with it.
As usual, Colbertripped the po-
litical world a new one and gave a
speech quite unlike any other ever
aired on C-SPAN 3. "I hope that
my star power can bump this hear-
ing all the way up to C-SPAN 1,"
he said with a completely straight
face. Colbert's five minute speech
was the equivalent ofa live action
Looney Tunes cartoon being un-
leashed in a room ofstuffy politi-
cians, many of whom looked on
unamused.
,
While many have criticized
Colbert for wasting congress' time
with his comedy routine, in reality,
what were they expecting?
I highly doubt Colbert pre-
pared his speech in the hopes that
it would sincerely persuade con-
gress to take progressive action in
the illegal immigration debate.
Seeing that Colbert requested to
"submit a video of my colonos-
copy into the congressional re-
cord," I don't think that was the
point. Colbert knew that people
would notice his stunt, and that
they did. The media was swarm-
ing with stories on his antics just
hours after the fact. Interestingly
enough, the only thing from the
whole entire hearing that the me-
dia actually covered was, surprise
surprise, Colbert's speech.
So then, what was the point?
Colbert had to do a bit ofshout-
ing, but by doing so he got the
public to take interest in an issue
that has fallen a bit by thewayside.
Perhaps it was childish, perhaps it
was loud and obnoxious and per-
haps it rubbed a lot ofold grumpy
people the wrong way. But when
it comes down to it, Colbert got
us to pay attention to a real is-
sue that has real repercussions for
real people, and he did it without
using antagonistic scare tactics.
And who can honestly say that's a
bad thing?




world a new one.
When it comes down
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ASSU president promotes campus changes
Eggers sees silver lining in
campus construction
As the fall quarter finally
commences and classes begin,
the university takes on its cus-
tomary pace again. But this year
it's different. Seattle University
has undergone some of the most
drastic changes it has seen in a
long while. I watched over the
course of the previous year and
the ensuing summer as the cam-
pus evolved. It's face, color and
size have all gone through a brief
and rapid metamorphosis, it
seems, overnight. When students
returned to campus this year they
found that a number of buildings
and facilities had been renovated,
painted or added to the setting
of our school. I walk around the
new boundaries of our campus
to find renewed tennis courts,
facelifts for Campion and Xavier,
finished walkways, Vantage
and Rianna apartments, and of
course, the new library.
Even the usual hum of the
university has grown a little
bit louder this year. With the
addition of such a large fresh-
men class, SU's total student
population has boiled over the
8,000 marker. The sheer size and
numberof the student body has
presented challenges for various
facets of the university this
year. Housing is crammed to
the breaking point, classroom
space is cozy and parking spaces
are sparse.
But this isn't to say that I
think this change or renovation
of Seattle University is a bad
thing. I see it as a sign that we
all attend a university on the rise.
With SU's new face, vibrancy
and growing sense of Redhawk
pride, the school will prove itself
as a contender, both in academ-
ics and athletics. Even those who
resent our prepubescent Division
I athletic status can attest to
the fact that Seattle University
still upholds its core value of
academic excellence. Those who
disagreed with the decision to
go D-I in the first place, myself
included, were afraid that aca-
demics and the emphasis on so-
cial justice would be left to the
wayside. But it seems that we,
as students, are starting to see
the mutual success of both our
athletic teams and our academic
endeavors. Examples of each can
be seen, respectively, at the re-
cent Redzone soccer games and
with the grand opening of the
Lemieux Library and McGoldrick
Learning Commons.
It seems to me that the chang-
es occurring at Seattle University
are ofa positive nature. One that
will promote better athletics, ac-
ademics, and an overall higher
standard of campus life. It will
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I see [the change] as a
sign that we attend a
university on the rise.
Kevin Eggers
ASSU President
September 29, 2010 opinion 19nI the spectatorIB
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Ten things that approach the
glory of Magic: The Gathering
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on fire, with lasers
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September 24 10:50 am
Collected syringe and placed in
hazardous waste receptacle.
Harassment
September 24 12:00 pm
Employee reported unwanted
Ped contact fromssist24 7:25 pmtained injury play-ill; transported
Medical Assist
Etember 25 10:30 amlent sustained ankle injury




School bus leaking coolant on
mall; contacted Facilities.
Narcotics
September 25 8:50 pm




September 25 11:30 pm
HRL reported odor ofmarijuana;
unable to confirm source.
Medical Assist
September 25 5:30 pm
Student sustained ankle injury
playing soccer, no medical trans-
port necessary.
Alcohol












September 26 10:00 pm
DPS discovered several graffiti
tags; reported to Facilities.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
24th AIDS walk &
run raises $500k
The Seattle AIDS walk and 5k run is Lifelong's larg-
est annual event to raise funds and awareness to battle
HIV and AIDS. The event kicked off the morning of
Saturday Sept. 25 with a warm up and welcome event
at Volunteer Park. More than 3,000 runners and walkers
traveled down 12th Avenue through Capitol Hill and
along Broadway to end up back at VolunteerPark. (Right
and above) Participants raised more than $500,000 for
Lifelong programs. After the walk and run, tired athletes
celebrated in Volunteer Park, joined by other local non-
profits like the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. (Below)
Photos by Jon Polka and Candace Shankel.
su-spectator.com/multimedia
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